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IT Spending Increased by More than 20% in 2017 

Based on responses to the 2017 SIM IT Trends Study, the average IT budget increased 

sharply to $107 million in 2017.  This represents a 23% increase over the average 

IT budget in 2016 ($86.6 million).  Furthermore, IT spending as a percentage of 

revenue rose from 5.04% in 2016 to 6.08% in 2017.  This 20% increase from the 

previous year is the largest increase in IT spending observed since 2012, as the end of 

the Great Recession’s spending pressures began to subside.     

While an overall upward trend in IT spending suggests organizations are valuing the 

contribution of IT in supporting and driving business strategy, the Study reveals 

considerable differences in spending across industries.  Industries spending the most 

(as a percentage of revenue) on IT include IT Hardware/Software (15.9%), Not-for-

Profit (11.6%), and Financial Services/Insurance/Banking (9.7%).  This contrasts with 

the industries spending the least on IT: Retail/Wholesale (1.4%), 

Construction/Architecture (1.6%), and Energy (1.9%).   

For more details on IT spending trends and other IT issues facing organizations and their 

leadership, stay tuned for the SIM IT Trends Study Comprehensive Report, set to be 

released as a SIM member exclusive in November 2017.  All 1,197 of this year’s 

respondents should have received their SIM IT Trends Personal Benchmark Report by 

now, which also provides many insights from this year’s Study. 

If your organization is interested in engaging with SIM members, special sponsorship 

opportunities for the IT Trends Study are still available.  Your company can gain 

exposure to more than 4,000 IT executives, who manage well over $250 billion in 

annual IT spending, at a special 25% discount. All sponsors will get their company 

names prominently featured in the comprehensive report (set to be released in 

November), be recognized in signage and more at the SIM Connect Live Conference 

in April 2018, get big discounts on conference sponsorships, and will be featured in 

future articles such as this one.  Thanks again to our existing sponsors and we look 

forward to welcoming more sponsors soon! 
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